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This document (including information incorporated herein by reference) contains “forward‑looking statements” within the
meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which
involve a degree of risk and uncertainty due to various factors affecting Royal Gold, Inc. and its subsidiaries. For a
discussion of some of these factors, see the discussion in Item 1A, Risk Factors, of this report. In addition, please see our
note about forward‑looking statements included in Item 7, Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition
and Results of Operations (“MD&A”), of this report.

Royal Gold does not own, develop, or mine the properties on which it holds stream or royalty interests, except for our
interest in the Peak Gold, LLC joint venture (“Peak Gold JV”) as described further in this report. Certain information
provided in this Annual Report on Form 10‑K, including, without limitation, all reserves, historical production and
production estimates, descriptions of properties and developments at properties included herein, has been provided to us
by the operators of those properties or is publicly available information filed by these operators with applicable securities
regulatory bodies, including the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Royal Gold has not verified, and is not
in a position to verify, and expressly disclaims any responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or fairness of, such
third‑party information and refers the reader to the public reports filed by the operators for information regarding those
properties.

PART I 

ITEM 1.   BUSINESS 

Overview

Royal Gold, Inc. (“Royal Gold”, the “Company”, “we”, “us”, or “our”), together with its subsidiaries, is engaged in the
business of acquiring and managing precious metal streams, royalties, and similar interests.  We seek to acquire existing
stream and royalty interests or to finance projects that are in production or in the development stage in exchange for
stream or royalty interests.

We manage our business under two segments:

Acquisition and Management of Stream Interests —A metal stream is a purchase agreement that provides, in exchange for
an upfront deposit payment, the right to purchase all or a portion of one or more metals produced from a mine, at a price
determined for the life of the transaction by the purchase agreement.  As of June 30, 2018, we owned stream interests on
five producing properties and one development stage property.  Our stream interests accounted for approximately 71% of
our total revenue for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017.  We expect stream interests to continue
representing a significant proportion of our total revenue.

Acquisition and Management of Royalty Interests —Royalties are non‑operating interests in mining projects that provide
the right to a percentage of revenue or metals produced from the project after deducting specified costs, if any. As of
June 30, 2018, we owned royalty interests on 34 producing properties, 21 development stage properties and 130
exploration stage properties, of which we consider 53 to be evaluation stage projects.  We use “evaluation stage” to
describe exploration stage properties that contain mineralized material and on which operators are engaged in the search
for reserves.  Royalties accounted for approximately 29% of our total revenue for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2018
and 2017.

We do not conduct mining operations on the properties in which we hold stream and royalty interests, and except for our
interest in the Peak Gold, LLC joint venture (“Peak Gold JV”), we are not required to contribute to capital costs,
exploration costs, environmental costs or other operating costs on those properties. 

In the ordinary course of business, we engage in a continual review of opportunities to acquire existing stream and royalty
interests, to establish new streams on operating mines, to create new stream and royalty interests through the financing
of mine development or exploration, or to acquire companies that hold stream and royalty interests.  We currently, and
generally at any time, have acquisition opportunities in various stages of active review, including, for example, our
engagement of consultants and advisors to analyze particular opportunities, analysis of technical, financial and other
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confidential information, submission of indications of interest and term sheets, participation in preliminary discussions and
negotiations and involvement as a bidder in competitive processes.

As discussed in further detail throughout this report, some significant developments to our business during fiscal year
2018 were as follows:

(1) Our revenue increased 4.1% to $459.0 million, compared to $440.8 million during fiscal year 2017;
(2) We repaid the remaining $250 million outstanding under our revolving credit facility and have $1.0 billion

available as of June 30, 2018;
(3) We increased our calendar year dividend to $1.00 per basic share, which is paid in quarterly installments

throughout calendar year 2018.  This represents a 4.2% increase compared with the dividend paid during
calendar year 2017.

Certain Definitions

Dollar or “$”:  Unless we have indicated otherwise, or the context otherwise requires, references in this Annual Report on
Form 10‑K to “$” or “dollar” are to the currency of the United States.  We refer to Canadian dollars as C$.

Gold equivalent ounces (GEOs):  GEOs are calculated as Royal Gold’s revenue divided by the average gold price for the
period.

Gross smelter return (GSR) royalty:   A defined percentage of the gross revenue from a resource extraction operation,
less, if applicable, certain contract‑defined costs paid by or charged to the operator.

Metal stream:  A purchase agreement that provides, in exchange for an upfront deposit payment, the right to purchase all
or a portion of one or more metals produced from a mine, at a price determined for the life of the transaction by the
purchase agreement.

Mineralized material:  That part of a mineral system that has potential economic significance, but is not included in the
proven and probable reserve estimates until further drilling and metallurgical work is completed, and until other economic
and technical feasibility factors based on such work have been resolved.

Net revenue:  Net revenue is calculated as Royal Gold’s Revenue minus Cost of sales.

Net smelter return (NSR) royalty:   A defined percentage of the gross revenue from a resource extraction operation less a
proportionate share of incidental transportation, insurance, refining and smelting costs.

Net value royalty (NVR):  A defined percentage of the gross revenue from a resource extraction operation less certain
contract‑defined costs.

Probable reserves:  Ore reserves for which the quantity and grade are computed from information similar to that used for
proven reserves, but the sites for inspection, sampling and measurement are farther apart or are otherwise less
adequately spaced. The degree of assurance of probable reserves, although lower than that for proven reserves, is high
enough to assume geological continuity between points of observation.

Proven reserves:  Ore reserves for which (a) the quantity is computed from dimensions revealed in outcrops, trenches,
workings or drill holes, and the grade is computed from the results of detailed sampling, and (b) the sites for inspection,
sampling and measurement are spaced so closely and the geologic character is so well defined that the size, shape,
depth and mineral content of reserves are well established.

Payable metal:  Ounces or pounds of metal in concentrate after deduction of a percentage of metal in concentrate by a
third‑party smelter pursuant to smelting contracts.
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Reserve:  That part of a mineral deposit which could be economically and legally extracted or produced at the time of the
reserve determination.

Royalty:  The right to receive a percentage or other denomination of mineral production from a mining operation.

Ton:  A unit of weight equal to 2,000 pounds or 907.2 kilograms.

Tonne:  A unit of weight equal to 2,204.6 pounds or 1,000 kilograms.

Fiscal 2018 Business Developments

Please refer to Item 7, MD&A, for discussion on recent liquidity and capital resource developments.

U.S. Tax Legislation
 
On December 22, 2017, H.R. 1, originally known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the “Act”), was enacted and is effective
for tax years including January 1, 2018.  The effects of the Act were recognized in the period of enactment, or the period
ending December 31, 2017.  Certain other aspects of the Act are not effective for fiscal June 30 companies until July 1,
2018.
 
The Act, among other things, reduced the U.S. corporate income tax rate to 21% starting January 1, 2018.  As a United
States domiciled company, we expect that the Act will have a positive long-term impact on Royal Gold’s future financial
results through the reduction in the U.S. corporate tax rate from 35% to 21% and by allowing us to efficiently repatriate
future earnings from our foreign subsidiaries.  As the Company is a fiscal year taxpayer, we applied a blended U.S.
federal income tax rate of approximately 28.1% for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2018.  The blended percentage was
calculated on a pro-rata percentage of the number of days before and after January 1, 2018.  The Company’s U.S.
statutory federal corporate income tax rate will be 21% for the fiscal year commencing on July 1, 2018 and all future
years. 
 
Refer to Note 10 of our notes to consolidated financial statements for further discussion on the income tax accounting
considerations for the Act.
 
Recent Transactions
 
On June 28, 2018, Royal Gold acquired 682,556 shares of common stock of Contango ORE, Inc. (“CORE”) for
consideration of $26 per share from certain individual stockholders of CORE.
 
On June 29, 2018, Royal Gold, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, acquired an additional 1.75% NSR royalty interest on
Amarillo Gold’s Mara Rosa gold project in Goias State, Brazil for $10.8 million.

On June 29, 2018, a subsidiary of Golden Star repaid its $20 million term loan facility, plus accrued interest, to Royal
Gold. 

See Note 3 of the notes to consolidated financial statements for more information regarding these transactions
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Our Operational Information

Reportable Segments, Geographical and Financial Information

The Company manages its business under two reportable segments, consisting of the acquisition and management of
stream interests and the acquisition and management of royalty interests. Royal Gold’s long‑lived assets (stream and
royalty interests, net) are geographically distributed as shown in the following table:

  As of June 30, 2018  As of June 30, 2017
           Total stream           Total stream
  Stream  Royalty     and royalty  Stream  Royalty     and royalty
   interest   interest   Impairments   interests, net   interest   interest   Impairments   interests, net
Canada  $ 809,500  $ 214,562  $ (284) $ 1,023,778  $ 852,035  $ 221,618  $  —  $ 1,073,653
Dominican
Republic   495,460    —    —   495,460   543,256    —    —   543,256
Chile   328,331   453,306   (239,080)  542,557   348,778   453,369    —   802,147
Africa   104,874   502    —   105,376   123,760   572    —   124,332
Mexico    —   93,277    —   93,277    —   105,889    —   105,889
United
States    —   165,543    —   165,543    —   168,378    —   168,378
Australia    —   34,254    —   34,254    —   37,409    —   37,409
Other   12,039   28,833    —   40,872   12,030   25,162    —   37,192
Total  $ 1,750,204  $ 990,277  $  (239,364) $ 2,501,117  $ 1,879,859  $ 1,012,397  $  —  $ 2,892,256
 
The Company’s revenue, costs of sales and net revenue by reportable segment for our fiscal years ended June 30, 2018,
 2017 and 2016 are geographically distributed as shown in the following table:

  Year Ended June 30, 2018  Year Ended June 30, 2017
     Revenue     Cost of sales    Net revenue     Revenue     Cost of sales    Net revenue
Streams:                   

Canada  $ 142,244  $ 40,766 $ 101,478  $ 136,736  $ 45,954 $ 90,782
Dominican Republic   95,055   28,496  66,559   91,589   27,191  64,398
Chile   57,413   8,614  48,799   60,251   9,037  51,214
Africa   29,804   5,963  23,841   25,435   5,083  20,352

Total streams  $ 324,516  $ 83,839 $ 240,677  $ 314,011  $ 87,265 $ 226,746
                   
Royalties:                   

Mexico  $ 42,959  $  —  $ 42,959  $ 41,945  $  —  $ 41,945
United States   39,496    —   39,496   35,282    —   35,282
Canada   24,254    —   24,254   23,208    —   23,208
Australia   13,710    —   13,710   12,943    —   12,943
Africa   2,098    —   2,098   3,131    —   3,131
Chile   473    —   473   1,648    —   1,648
Other   11,536    —   11,536   8,646    —   8,646

Total royalties  $ 134,526  $  —  $ 134,526  $ 126,803  $  —  $ 126,803
Total streams and royalties  $ 459,042  $ 83,839 $ 375,203  $ 440,814  $ 87,265 $ 353,549
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  Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2017  Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016
     Revenue     Cost of sales    Net revenue     Revenue     Cost of sales    Net revenue
Streams:                         

Canada  $ 136,736  $ 45,954 $ 90,782  $ 125,755  $ 47,417 $ 78,338
Dominican Republic   91,589   27,191  64,398   39,684   11,625  28,059
Chile   60,251   9,037  51,214   49,243   7,280  41,963
Africa   25,435   5,083  20,352   23,346   4,657  18,689

Total streams  $ 314,011  $ 87,265 $ 226,746  $ 238,028  $ 70,979 $ 167,049
Royalties:                         

Mexico  $ 41,945  $  —  $ 41,945  $ 35,267  $  —  $ 35,267
United States   35,282    —   35,282   35,483    —   35,483
Canada   23,208    —   23,208   30,676    —   30,676
Australia   12,943    —   12,943   10,462    —   10,462
Africa   3,131    —   3,131   1,868    —   1,868
Chile   1,648    —   1,648   84    —   84
Other   8,646    —   8,646   7,922    —   7,922

Total royalties  $ 126,803  $  —  $ 126,803  $ 121,762  $  —  $ 121,762
Total streams and royalties  $ 440,814  $ 87,265 $ 353,549  $ 359,790  $ 70,979 $ 288,811
 
Please see “Operations in foreign countries or other sovereign jurisdictions are subject to many risks, which could
decrease our revenues,” under Part I, Item 1A, Risk Factors, of this report for a description of the risks attendant to foreign
operations.

Our financial results are primarily tied to the price of gold and, to a lesser extent, the price of silver and copper, together
with the amounts of production from our producing stage stream and royalty interests.  During the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2018, Royal Gold derived approximately 86% of its revenue from precious metals (including 77% from gold and
9% from silver), 11% from copper and 3% from other minerals.  The price of gold, silver, copper and other metals have
fluctuated widely in recent years.  The marketability and the price of metals are influenced by numerous factors beyond
the control of the Company and significant declines in the price of gold, silver or copper could have a material and
adverse effect on the Company’s results of operations and financial condition.

Competition

The mining industry in general and streaming and royalty segments in particular are very competitive.  We compete with
other streaming and royalty companies, mine operators, and financial buyers in efforts to acquire existing royalty
interests, and with the lenders, investors, and streaming and royalty companies providing financing to operators of mineral
properties in our efforts to create new streaming and royalty interests.  Our competitors may be larger than we are and
may have greater resources and access to capital than we have.  Key competitive factors in the stream and royalty
acquisition and financing business include the ability to identify and evaluate potential opportunities, transaction structure
and consideration, and access to capital.

Regulation

Operators of the mines that are subject to our stream and royalty interests must comply with numerous environmental,
mine safety, land use, waste disposal, remediation and public health laws and regulations promulgated by federal, state,
provincial and local governments in the United States, Canada, Chile, Ghana, Mexico, the Dominican Republic and other
countries where we hold interests. Although we are not responsible as a stream or royalty interest owner for ensuring
compliance with these laws and regulations, failure by the operators of the mines on which we have stream and royalty
interests to comply with applicable laws, regulations and permits can result in injunctive action, orders to suspend or
cease operations, damages and civil and criminal penalties on the operators.
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Corporate Information

We were incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware on January 5, 1981. Our executive offices are located at
1660 Wynkoop Street, Suite 1000, Denver, Colorado 80202. Our telephone number is (303) 573‑1660.

Available Information

Royal Gold maintains a website at www.royalgold.com. Royal Gold makes available, free of charge, through the Investor
Relations section of its website, its Annual Reports on Form 10‑K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10‑Q, Current Reports on
Form 8‑K, and all amendments to those reports filed or furnished pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act,
as soon as reasonably practicable after such material is electronically filed with, or furnished to, the SEC.  Our SEC filings
are available from the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov which contains reports, proxy and information statements and other
information regarding issuers that file electronically.  These reports, proxy statements and other information may also be
inspected and copied at the SEC’s Public Reference Room at 100 F Street, NE, Washington, D.C. 20549. Please call the
SEC at 1‑800‑SEC‑0330 for further information on the operation of the Public Reference Room.  The charters of Royal
Gold’s key committees of the Board of Directors and Royal Gold’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics are also
available on the Company’s website.  Any of the foregoing information is available in print to any stockholder who
requests it by contacting our Investor Relations Department at (303) 573‑1660.  The information on the Company’s
website is not, and shall not be deemed to be, a part hereof or incorporated into this or any of our other filings with the
SEC.

Company Personnel

We currently have 23 employees, 17 located in Denver, Colorado and the remainder located in our Zug, Switzerland,
Vancouver, Canada, and Toronto, Canada offices.  Our employees are not subject to a labor contract or a collective
bargaining agreement. We consider our overall employee relations to be good.

We also retain independent contractors to provide consulting services, relating primarily to geologic and geophysical
interpretations and also relating to such metallurgical, engineering, environmental, and other technical matters as may be
deemed useful in the operation of our business.

ITEM 1A.   RISK FACTORS 

You should carefully consider the risks described below before making an investment decision. Our business, financial
condition, results of operations, and cash flows could be materially adversely affected by any of these risks. The market or
trading price of our securities could decline due to any of these risks. In addition, please see our note about forward-
looking statements included in Part II, Item 7, MD&A of this Annual Report on Form 10-K. Please note that additional risks
not presently known to us or that we currently deem immaterial may also impair our business,  operations and stock price.

Risks Related to our Business

Volatility in gold, silver, copper, nickel and other metal prices may have an adverse impact on the value of our
stream and royalty interests and may reduce our revenues. Certain contracts governing our stream and royalty
interests have features that may amplify the negative effects of a drop in metals prices.

The profitability of our stream and royalty interests is directly related to the market price of gold, silver, copper, nickel and
other metals. Our revenue is particularly sensitive to changes in the price of gold, as we derive a majority of our revenue
from gold stream and royalty interests. Market prices may fluctuate widely and are affected by numerous factors beyond
the control of Royal Gold or any mining company, including metal supply, industrial and jewelry fabrication, investment
demand, central banking economic policy, expectations with respect to the rate of inflation, the relative strength of the
dollar and other currencies, interest rates, gold purchases, sales and loans by central banks, forward sales by metal
producers, global or regional political, economic or banking conditions, and a number of other factors.
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Volatility in gold, silver, copper and nickel prices is demonstrated by the annual high and low prices for those metals over
the past decade as reported by, in the case of gold and silver, the London Bullion Market Association, and in the case of
copper and nickel, the London Metal Exchange:

  Gold  Silver  Copper  Nickel
  ($/ounce)  ($/ounce)  ($/pound)  ($/pound)
Calendar Year      High      Low      High      Low      High      Low      High      Low
2008 - 2009  $ 1,213  $ 713  $ 20.92  $ 8.88  $ 4.08  $ 1.26  $ 15.10  $ 4.00
2010 - 2011  $ 1,895  $ 1,058  $ 48.70  $ 15.14  $ 4.60  $ 2.76  $ 13.17  $ 7.68
2012 - 2013  $ 1,792  $ 1,192  $ 37.23  $ 18.61  $ 3.93  $ 3.01  $ 9.90  $ 5.97
2014 - 2015  $ 1,385  $ 1,049  $ 22.05  $ 13.71  $ 3.37  $ 2.05  $ 9.62  $ 3.70
2016 - 2017  $ 1,366  $ 1,077  $ 20.71  $ 13.58  $ 3.27  $ 1.96  $ 5.82  $ 3.50
2018 to-date (August 1, 2018)  $ 1,355  $ 1,218  $ 17.52  $ 15.26  $ 3.29  $ 2.95  $ 7.14  $ 5.63

Declines in market prices could cause an operator to reduce, suspend or terminate production from an operating project
or construction work at a development project, which may result in a temporary or permanent reduction or cessation of
revenue from those projects, and may prevent us from being able to recover the initial investment in our stream and
royalty interests. Our streaming agreements provide us the right to purchase metals either at a fixed price per ounce or a
specified percentage of the spot price. Our margin between the price at which we can purchase metals pursuant to
streaming agreements and the price at which we sell metals in the market will vary as metal prices vary; in the event of
metal price declines, we would generate lower cash flow or earnings, or possibly losses. Further, our sliding‑scale
royalties, such as Cortez, Holt, Mulatos and other properties, amplify the effect of declines in market prices for metals
because when prices fall below price thresholds specified in a sliding‑scale royalty, a lower royalty rate will apply. A price
decline may result in a material and adverse effect on our business, results of operations and financial condition.

Metal price fluctuations between the time that decisions about development and construction of a mine are made and the
commencement of production can have a material adverse effect on the economics of a mine and can eliminate or have a
material adverse impact on the value of stream and royalty interests on the property.

Where gold and silver are produced as co-products or by‑products at the properties where we hold stream and royalty
interests, an operator’s production decisions and the economic cut‑off applied to its reporting of gold and silver reserves
and resources may be influenced by changes in the commodity prices of the principal metals produced at the mines. 

Moreover, certain agreements governing our royalty interests, such as those relating to our royalty interests in the
Robinson and Peñasquito properties, are based on the operator’s concentrate sales to smelters, which include price
adjustments between the operator and the smelter based on metals prices at a later date, typically three to five months
after shipment to the smelter. In such cases, our payments from the operator include a component of these later price
adjustments, which can result in decreased revenue in later periods if metals prices have fallen.
 
We own passive interests in mining properties, and it is difficult or impossible for us to ensure properties are
developed or operated in our best interest.

All of our current revenue is derived from stream and royalty interests on properties operated by third parties. The holder
of a stream or royalty interest typically has no authority regarding the development or operation of a mineral property.
Therefore, we typically are not in control of decisions regarding development or operation of any of the properties on
which we hold a stream or royalty interest, and we have limited legal rights to influence those decisions.

Our strategy of acquiring and holding stream and royalty interests on properties operated by third parties puts us generally
at risk to the decisions of others regarding all operating matters, including permitting, feasibility analysis, mine design and
operation, processing, plant and equipment matters and temporary or permanent suspension of operations, among
others. As a result, our revenue is dependent upon the activities of third parties, which creates the risk that at any time
those third parties may: (i) have business interests that are inconsistent with ours, (ii) take action contrary to our interests,
policies or objectives, or (iii) be unable or unwilling to fulfill their obligations under their agreements with us. At any time,
any of the operators of our mining properties may decide to suspend or discontinue operations. Except in limited
circumstances,
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